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Events
 
CoE-MaSS seminar series

27  January 2022: Jamie Wannenburg of the Czech Academy of Sciences will be

presenting a seminar titled "Epimorphisms in varieties of semilinear residuated lattices".

View the poster here. Please RSVP by Tuesday 25 January,  17h00, for catering

purposes for this event  here. Please note that in-venue numbers for this event will be

limited based on Covid protocols.

25 February 2022:  CoE-MaSS Orientation for all 2022-funded postgraduate students

and postdoctoral fellows.

04 March 2022: Francesco Gallego of Universidad de Cádiz, Spain, will be presenting a

seminar titled "On the mathematical modeling and the numerical approximation of a

parabolic trough collector".

11 March 2022:  Mathew Aibinu of the Durban University of Technology will be

presenting a seminar titled "Algorithms for nonlinear equations and applications".

18 March 2022: CoE-MaSS Nodes Orientation.

25 March 2022: David Mason of the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, will

be presenting a seminar on the Mathematics in Industry Study Group in South Africa.

Details on how to connect remotely to our weekly seminars are listed on the News and Events

page of our website here, in the Event Calendar

Conferences

02-05 February 2022: The Mathematics in Industry Study Group Graduate Modelling

Camp will be hosted by the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. Please view
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the website here for more details.

07-11 February 2022: The next Mathematics in Industry Study Group (MISG) will be held

at Wits University in its centenary year, 2022. Please view the website here.

Courses and Research Schools

31 January - 25 February 2022: The Council of Scienti�c and Industrial Research (CSIR)

and the National Institute for Theoretical   Computational Science (NITheCS) will be

hosting  The 12th CHPC Introductory Programming School  and The 4th NITheCS

Summer School on the Foundations of Theoretical and Computational Science. For

more information, please view the poster here.

March - June 2022: The South African National Graduate Academy for Mathematical

and Statistical Sciences (NGA(MaSS)) will be hosting the  NGA-Coursework initiative.

Please view the website here, and register here.

Fellowships
Nat ional Graduate Academy Mathemat ical Sciences Early Career Fellowships:

For more information, please view the call document here.

Vacancies
Universit y of Cape Town : Lecturer/Senior Lecturer - Pure Mathematics. Please view

the advert here

Universit y of Cape Town : Lecturer/Senior Lecturer - Applied Mathematics. Please view

the advert here.

Universit y of Cape Town : Senior Lecturer/Associate Professor - Division of

Epidemiology & Biostatistics School of Public Health and Family Medicine. Please view

the advert here.

Researcher Profile
In 2021, Nandi Bau was a Master's candidate

at the University of the Witwatersrand,

Johannesburg, South Africa. Her research

focused on machine learning and computer

vision, with the potential to open up new
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possibilities for the way that people interact

with computers and o�er a more accessible

solution for interacting with virtual digital

spaces.. You can view her research poster

here.

Spotlight on Research

Comparison of modified ADM and classical finite di�erence method for some third-order

and fi�h-order KdV equations

Focus area: Numerical and Applied Mathematics

"The KdV equation, which appears as an asymptotic model in physical systems ranging from

water waves to plasma physics, has been studied. In this paper, we are concerned with

dispersive nonlinear KdV equations by using two reliable methods: Shehu Adomian

decomposition method (STADM) and the classical �nite di�erence method for solving three

numerical experiments. STADM is constructed by combining Shehu’s transform and Adomian

decomposition method, and the nonlinear terms can be easily handled using Adomian’s

polynomials. The Shehu transform is used to accelerate the convergence of the solution series

in most cases and to overcome the de�ciency that is mainly caused by unsatis�ed conditions

in other analytical techniques. We compare the approximate and numerical results with the

exact solution for the two numerical experiments. The third numerical experiment does not

have an exact solution and we compare pro�les from the two methods vs the space domain at

some values of time. This study provides us with information about which of the two methods

are e�ective based on the numerical experiment chosen. Knowledge acquired will enable us to

construct methods for other related partial di�erential equations such as stochastic Korteweg-

de Vries (KdV), KdV-Burgers, and fractional KdV equations."

Read more of the article here.
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Seminars Revisited

In 2021, the Centre hosted a seminar with Michele Dougherty of Imperial College,

London. Many surprising discoveries were made during the NASA/ESA Cassini-Huygens 

orbital tour at Saturn, and Saturn’s aurorae were studied in more detail than ever before,

utilising both in-situ and remote observations, and an understanding gained of the

environment around Saturn �lled with plasma and energetic particles. These highlights

are covered in the video, as well as the next large planetary mission, JUICE, going to

Jupiter and its moons due for launch in August 2022.

Watch the video via our YouTube channel here.
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reserved. 
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DSI-NRF Centre of Excellence in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CoE-MaSS) 

LG, T. W. Kambule Mathematical Sciences Bldg, West Campus / Private Bag 3, Wits 2050, Gauteng,
South Africa 

Tel: 011 717 6161
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